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Abstract: In this paper, we study spontaneous coherent undulator emission from a short dense
electron bunch. A special “negative-mass” undulator ensuring stabilization of the axial size of
the bunch is considered. We focus on the situation where the competition between two different
transverse waveguide modes takes place, so that the undulator resonance is provided simultaneously
for three waves placed on the dispersion diagram symmetrically with respect to electrons (namely,
the group velocity of the higher waveguide mode coincides with the electron velocity, whereas
two resonance frequencies of the lower transverse mode correspond to wave group velocities, one
of which slightly exceeds the translational velocity of electrons, with the other being less than the
electron velocity). We show that the higher waveguide mode can win this competition due to its
proximity to group synchronization with the electron bunch.

Keywords: undulator radiation; terahertz radiation; mode competition

1. Introduction

The generation of short ultra-broadband (several wave cycles) terahertz (THz) elec-
tromagnetic pulses with high peak fields is an important problem from the point of view
of various applications of such pulses (see, e.g., [1–9]). A well-known way to produce
powerful coherent radiation is the use of various (undulator, cyclotron, Smith–Purcell)
types of emission from relativistic high-current electron beams together with the use of the
Doppler up-conversion of the electron oscillation frequency to achieve sub-THz and THz
frequency ranges. However, if the length of the operating electron beam is much longer
than the wavelength of the operating wave, the emission process is ensured as a result of
bunching of the electrons in the field of the radiated wave [10,11]. In order to provide the
induced characteristic of the radiation process, one should use either a feedback system in
auto-oscillator schemes of electron masers (see, e.g., [12–21]) or an initial (feeding) wave
signal in amplifier schemes (see, e.g., [22–25]). However, when working in sub-THz and
THz frequency ranges, the first method is hampered by a number of problems (for example,
the selectivity of the feedback system in an oversized microwave system, the difficulty of
achieving the stationary generation regime when using short-pulse high-current electron
beams, the technical difficulties of providing feedback at high frequencies). As for the
second method, the obvious problem, as a rule, is the lack of an available and sufficiently
powerful input signal source at THz frequencies. In the case of sufficiently short operating
electron beams (bunches), an elegant solution to the problem of ensuring the induced
nature of radiation is the use of a super-radiance regime, which is realized when the group
velocity of the emitted wave is close to the translational velocity of electrons [26–28]. In
this case, the induced radiation is provided due to the fact that the radiated wave packet
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is propagated together with the radiator (the electron bunch). However, relatively long
lengths are required to achieve the saturated stage of the electron–wave interaction.

Due to the development of photoinjectors, which allow the formation of ps and sub-
ps bunches of ultra-relativistic electrons with comparatively high charges (total charge
0.1–1 nC) [29–31], the undulator emission of short wave pulses from such bunches in the
sub-terahertz frequency range can be organized in the so-called spontaneous coherent
regime [32,33]. This regime is realized when the bunch length is close to (or shorter than)
the length of the radiated wave (Figure 1a) [34–39]. Such bunches are “ready” to radiate
the wave without an additional process of electron bunching required in free-electron
masers based on the induced emission from relatively long electron beams. The use of
this approach together with the idea of the use of the group electron–wave synchronism
mentioned above can be a way to realize free-electron radiation sources, where high
efficiencies of the electron–wave interaction can be provided in relatively short radiation
systems [38,39].
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wave is close to the bunch velocity), then the energy emitted from the electron bunch is 
concentrated within a short powerful wave pulse. The regime of the group synchronism 
(the super-radiation regime) is optimal from the point of view of radiation as the bunch is 
placed in the maximum of the radiated pulse. It provides the high efficiency of the elec-
tron–wave interaction. However, other factors related to particle dynamics strongly in-
fluence the spontaneous radiation process, and they can stop this process due to an in-
crease in the effective length of the bunch. First, as the electrons are constantly in the re-

Figure 1. (a) Spontaneous emission of a wave with a wavelength of λ from an electron bunch with a
length of Le. (b) Schematic of the model: electrons move in a cylindrical waveguide immersed in a
periodic undulator field together with a guiding magnetic field B0. The electron bunch is presented
as a set of thin charged disks. (c) Dispersion characteristics of the two modes in a waveguide and
electrons: “grazing” regime with TE12 mode and intersection with TE11 mode. (d) The dependence
of the transverse velocity of an electron on its cyclotron frequency.

If the regime of the group synchronism is realized (when the group velocity of the
wave is close to the bunch velocity), then the energy emitted from the electron bunch is
concentrated within a short powerful wave pulse. The regime of the group synchronism
(the super-radiation regime) is optimal from the point of view of radiation as the bunch is
placed in the maximum of the radiated pulse. It provides the high efficiency of the electron–
wave interaction. However, other factors related to particle dynamics strongly influence
the spontaneous radiation process, and they can stop this process due to an increase in
the effective length of the bunch. First, as the electrons are constantly in the region of a
strong wave field during the radiation process, this field significantly affects the length of
the electron bunch. In addition, the Coulomb repulsion of particles plays an important role
in dense, short photo-injector bunches at relatively low particle energies (units of MeV) [38].
As a result, special methods for the stabilization of the effective axial size of the operating
electron bunch (or even for axial compression of the bunch) can be required.
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In this paper, we consider the situation when two methods of beam length stabilization
based on the use of their electromagnetic fields of the bunch are used simultaneously. First,
there exist the effects of the self-compression of the bunch by its super-radiative wave
field [40]. This effect is realized in the regime of the exact group synchronism between
the radiated wave and a short enough (shorter than the wavelength) electron bunch. In
this case, the bunch is placed automatically in a “proper” wave phase so that the front of
the bunch is decelerated by the radiated field, whereas the “tail” of the bunch is placed
close to the “zero” of the wave field. Another effect occurs in spontaneous radiation in the
undulator if there is a mismatch of the group synchronism when there are two resonance
frequencies (the resonances H and L in Figure 1c). In this case, if the bunch length is close
to the wavelength of the low-frequency radiated wave L, the compression of the bunch
in the field of this wave results in a significant improvement of the micro-scale bunching
concerning the high-frequency wave H [41].

The second considered approach to provide axial compression of an electron bunch is
based on the use of the quasi-static Coulomb electric fields of the bunch. This is possible
if the so-called “negative-mass” regime of the electron motion in the undulator field is
provided [38,39]. The term “negative mass” denotes the fact that in the process of the motion
of a particle in the undulator field, the changes in the energy of the particle and its axial
velocity have opposite signs (for instance, an increase in the energy results in a decrease
in the axial velocity). The negative-mass regime is implemented in an undulator with a
guiding magnetic field (Figure 1b) [42]. The electrons perform forced bounce oscillations
in the transverse periodic magnetic field of the undulator with wavenumber hu = 2π/λu
with frequency Ωu = huVz (where λu is the undulator period and Vz is the axial electron
velocity). If the frequency of free cyclotron oscillations in the guiding axial magnetic field
Ωc = eB0/(mγc) slightly exceeds the bounce frequency Ωu, the change in the velocities
and energies of the particles will have different signs. Thus, if a particle is accelerated,
then its relativistic Lorentz-factor γ increases, and the corresponding cyclotron frequency
becomes closer to the resonance with the bounce frequency (Figure 1d). As a result, an
increase in the velocity of the transverse undulator oscillations, Vu ∝ 1/(Ωu −Ωc), leads
to a decrease in the axial velocity Vz .

In that way, we study the spontaneous coherent emission from a short, moderately
relativistic (units of MeV) electron bunch moving in a waveguide placed inside a negative-
mass undulator in the situation shown in Figure 1d, when the undulator electron–wave
resonance is provided for three waves simultaneously. In our system, electrons perform
undulator oscillations around the axis of the waveguide and, therefore, at the fundamental
undulator resonance, they can interact only with transverse modes of the waveguide having
the azimuthal index equal to 1.

The simplest (from the point of view of the mode competition problem) way to
organize the group electron–wave synchronism regime is to use the lowest waveguide
mode as the operating approach. However, in reality, such a solution may be hampered by
limitations on the transverse size of the waveguide. In this paper, we study a situation in
which the group synchronism regime is provided for higher waveguide modes. Namely, we
suppose that the group synchronism (the regime of grazing of the dispersion characteristics
of the wave and electrons in point G) is provided for the TE12 mode (Figure 1c). In this
situation, for the lowest mode TE11, we have two intersections of the electron and the wave
dispersion characteristics corresponding to low-frequency and high-frequency resonant
frequencies (points L and H in Figure 1d, respectively). We study the competition between
the pulse emitted in the group synchronism regime, when an electron bunch does not “slip”
relative to the maximum of the pulse, and the pulse consisting of the wave components,
the transverse structure of which accords to the lowest mode TE11.
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2. Model and Equations

We consider the radiation of a short dense electron bunch moving in a waveguide
placed in a negative-mass undulator with a guiding magnetic field (Figure 1b). For an
electron moving in a circularly polarized undulator:

Bu = Bu[−x sin(huz) + y cos(huz)]

along the stationary trajectory, the transverse components of the normalized velocity are
described as follows:

βx = Vx/c = β⊥,0 cos ϕ, βy = Vy/c = β⊥,0 sin ϕ, ϕ = huz,

where the amplitude β⊥,0 = K/|4| of the undulator oscillations is determined by the
undulator parameter K = eBu/

(
humc2) and by the mismatch of the undulator-cyclotron

synchronism4 = 1−Ωc/Ωu [38,42].
As mentioned above, we are interested in the regime in which a wave with a transverse

structure corresponding to the TE12 mode is excited in the regime of “grazing” of the
dispersion characteristics (Figure 1c, point G). This “grazing” regime (the regime of the
group synchronism Vgr,G = Vz) corresponds to one resonant frequency,

ωG = chuγz
2,

where γz = 1/
√

1− β2
z is the “axial” relativistic Lorentz factor and βz = Vz/c is the

dimensionless axial velocity. In this situation, the pulse according to the lower transverse
mode TE11 can also be emitted, and there are two resonance frequencies in the intersection
of the dispersion characteristics regime:

ωH = chu/
(
1− βzβgr,H

)
and ωL = chu/

(
1− βzβgr,L

)
Correspondingly, two frequency components form the radiated wave field correspond-

ing to the mode TE11.
Note that these two waves have different advantages from the point of view of the

spontaneous coherent emission from a short electron bunch [43,44]. As ωL < ωH , the
spontaneous coherent emission of the low-frequency wave L can be provided from a longer
electron bunch. On the other hand, as the group velocity of the high-frequency wave H is
higher, this wave is closer to the high-efficiency group synchronism with electrons due to a
smaller slippage with respect to the moving electron bunch,

∣∣βz − βgr,L
∣∣ > ∣∣βz − βgr,H

∣∣.
Let us start with the equations describing the interaction for the system under con-

sideration. For each of the electromagnetic pulses emitted by the bunch, we assume that
the transverse structure is fixed, and for the evolution of the longitudinal structure, we use
the space–time equations for vector potentials in projections to the transverse directions
(similar for both):

∂2ax

∂τ2 − 2βz
∂2ax

∂ζ∂τ
−
(

1− βz,0
2
)∂2ax

∂ζ2 + g2ax =
1

π2N
λu

2

R2
w

I
Ia

β⊥ cos ϕ× f (ζ), (1)

∂2ay

∂τ2 − 2βz
∂2ay

∂ζ∂τ
−
(

1− βz,0
2
)∂2ay

∂ζ2 + g2ay =
1

π2N
λu

2

R2
w

I
Ia

β⊥ sin ϕ× f (ζ), (2)

where τ = 2π
λu

ct is the normalized time, ζ = 2π
λu
(z−Vz,0t) is the normalized axial coordinate

with respect to the “tail” of the electron bunch, and ax/y = eAx/y/mc2 are the normalized
components of the vector potential. g = k⊥/hu is the normalized transverse wavenumber,
N is the norm of the corresponding mode (TE11 or TE12), and Rw is the waveguide radius.

We consider the radiation of an electron bunch as the emission from a set of extended
planar (pancake-like) macroparticles (Figure 1). Thus, we divide the space of the electron
bunch into cells whose length is equal to the length ∆ζ of the macroparticle, and intro-
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duce f (ζ) as a function that determines the presence/absence of particles in the k-th cell
(ζk − ∆ζ/2 < ζ < ζk + ∆ζ/2). At the beginning of the process, f (ζ) = 1 inside the electron
bunch and f (ζ) = 0 outside the bunch.

The change in the dimensionless relativistic electron energy, γ − γ0, is the sum of
three components:

γ− γ0 = u11 + u12 + uc.

where u11 and u12 are related to the electron–wave interaction with the TE11 and TE12
wave packets, respectively, whereas uc is caused by the Coulomb interaction inside the
electron bunch:

du11

dτ
= −Re

{
β+
∗ × e11

+

}
,

du12

dτ
= −Re

{
β+
∗ × e12

+

}
,

duc

dτ
= −χcΞ (3)

In Equation (3), β+ = βx + iβy is the complex normalized transverse velocity of
electrons, whereas e11

+ and e12
+ are the total complex transverse electric fields of the TE11

and TE12 wave packets, respectively. These complex fields are determined by the formula
e+ = ex + iey, where ex,y = −

(
∂ax,y

∂τ − βz
∂ax,y

∂ζ

)
are found from the relation of a dimension-

less electric field to a vector potential.
To describe the Coulomb interaction, we use the representation of an electron bunch

in the form of a set of charged disks [45]. Naturally, this is a simple quasi-analytical
model that does not take into account a number of important factors (for example, the
inhomogeneity of the transverse distribution of the Coulomb field or the effect of the
walls of the waveguide). At the same time, the adequacy of such a model was confirmed
in papers [38–40], which also solved problems related to the spontaneous emission of
dense short electron bunches with parameters close to our parameters. In particular, the
results predicted by this model are well confirmed by calculations based on more complex
multidimensional numerical codes. Within frameworks of this model, χc = 2cQ/

(
huR2

e IA
)
,

where Q is the total bunch charge, S is the cross-sectional area of the electron bunch,

Ξ = ∑m 6=l sign(∆ζm,l)D(∆ζm,l), ∆ζm,l = ζm − ζl , D = 1−
√[

1 +
(

Re
γz∆z

)2
]

, and ζl is the

normalized longitudinal coordinate of the l-th disk that coincides with the center coordinate
of the corresponding macroparticle.

The equation of motion of electrons in the undulator field follows the equation for the
normalized complex transverse moment:

d(p+ + a+)
dτ

= iKβzexp[iζ] + ibp+ (4)

where p+ = γβ+ is the normalized transverse momentum and b = Ωc/Ωu is the ratio of
the frequency of cyclotron rotation to the frequency of undulatory bounce oscillations.

Equations (1)–(4) together with the following equation describing the evolution of the
axial coordinate of the macroparticles:

dζ

dτ
= βz − βz,0, (5)

form the complete system of equations describing the electron–wave interaction and the
dynamics of the particles. In our simulations, we find the efficiencies η11 and η12 of the
interaction between the electron ensemble and the TE11 and TE12 wave packets using the
following formulas:

η11 = 〈 −u11

γ0 − 1
〉, η12 = 〈 −u12

γ0 − 1
〉.

where < . . . > denotes averaging over all particles of the radiating electron bunch. Note
that although the TE11 wave packet is formed mainly by waves at two different resonant
frequencies ωH and ωL (Figure 1c), it is described by the dimensionless field e11

+ common
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to all frequencies. Accordingly, within the framework of our approach, it is impossible to
divide the electron efficiency η11 corresponding to this wave packet into a low-frequency
and a high-frequency component.

3. Simulations of the Mode Competition

In numerical simulations, we consider the emission from an electron bunch with the
following parameters: the initial duration of the electron bunch is 0.6 ps, the total charge is
0.5 nC, the initial energy of the particles is 5 MeV (γ0 = 11), the radius of the waveguide is
5 mm, the undulator period is 5 cm, the undulator factor is K = 0.3, and the amplitude of
the guiding magnetic field is B0 = 2.8 T. The latter corresponds to the mismatch between
the cyclotron and the bounce frequency |4| = 0.3 in the negative-mass regime of the
motion of an electron along the undulator.

The resonance frequencies fL ≈ 50 GHz, fG ≈ 0.4 THz, and fH ≈ 0.8 THz. In this
case, the bunch emits both wave packets in the spontaneous regime. In our simulations,
our goal is to achieve the highest possible efficiency of the TE12 wave packet generation.
According to simulations, this goal is achieved when the TE12 wave packet is emitted in
the regime of the exact group synchronism, i.e., the bunch does not slip relative to the
radiated pulse amplitude maximum. Note that the field of this mode in the waveguide
axis is smaller as compared to the lowest TE11 mode. The components of the TE11 pulse
will “run away” from the electron bunch, while the part of the radiation that runs forward
will leave the electron bunch much slower (the group synchronism disorder in this case is
much less). Even though the excitation factor of a wave with a transverse field structure
corresponding to the TE11 mode is 4 times higher than the excitation factor of the TE12
mode, the spontaneous emission efficiencies of both pulses are approximately equal (6%
and 8%, respectively; see Figure 2). This is because the TE12 mode is excited in the group
synchronism regime, and for the TE11 mode, there is a group synchronism mismatch.
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Figure 2. Efficiency of radiation as a function of the axial coordinate normalized to the undulator
period. The blue curve accords to the efficiency of electron–wave interaction with the TE12 mode,
and the purple curve is the efficiency of electron–wave interaction with the TE11 mode in the case of
the total bunch charge of 0.5 nC and the initial duration of 0.5 ps.

Figure 3 shows the results of the numerical simulation for the electric field of the
radiated pulses and the dynamics of the linear charge density of the bunch (green fills)
at different points in the interaction space. The blue curves correspond to the TE12 mode
being close to the group synchronism with the electron bunch. In fact, the initial stage of
emission of such a wave packet is the formation and subsequent amplification of a single
wave cycle (Figure 3, Nu = 2–5) [44]. At the same time, diffraction of the wave pulse inside
the waveguide leads to a gradual transformation of a short single-cycle wave pulse into
a longer one, represented by several wave cycles. The electron bunch is located in the
region of the maximum electric field of the emitted pulse, so that at the first stage of the
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electron–wave interaction process (Nu < 10), the amplitude of the “central” cycle increases
due to the amplification of this cycle by electrons. However, at a distance corresponding to
10 undulator periods, the decrease in the amplitude due to the dispersion of waves in the
waveguide by interaction begins to prevail over the increase in the amplitude of the central
one due to the electron–wave interaction. A similar process (but in the approximation of
one transverse waveguide mode) of formation and amplification of a short wave pulse,
which is in group synchronism with electrons, is described in more detail in the work [44].
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Figure 3. Radiated electric field and charge distribution inside the electron bunch at various points of
the electron–wave interaction region Nu = z/λu in the case of the bunch charge 0.5 nC and the initial
duration of 0.5 ps.

In addition to the diffraction mechanism, another reason for the slow spread of the
wave packet of the TE12 mode is that it is not excited exactly at the grazing point f = fG of
the exact group synchronism Vgr = Vz (as shown in Figure 1c). Thus, analogously to the
TE11 wave packet, TE12-type waves are excited at two frequencies, one of which slightly
exceeds fG (and the corresponding group velocity slightly exceeds the electron velocity),
with the other frequency being slightly less than fG (and the corresponding group velocity
is slightly less than the electron velocity). This is clearly seen from the comparison of the
characteristic wavelengths of the TE12 wave packet fields located in Figure 3 to the right
and left of the electron bunch.

The radiation of the TE11 wave packet at a high frequency f ~ fH is constantly ahead of
the electron bunch (see Figure 3, purple lines), as a result of which the maximum amplitude
of the electric field of the emitted pulse increases during only the first 5 periods, while
the part of the radiation “escaping” back from the bunch is not significant at all. Thus,
two pulses are emitted; their durations amount to several tens of picoseconds, and their
characteristic frequencies differ twice. The amplitudes of the fields of the emitted pulses
are close to 20 MV/m. It should also be noted that the duration of the electron bunch
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is maintained within the initial range due to stabilization by both Coulomb fields and
radiation fields at the same time.

Note that the efficiency of the interaction between the electron bunch and the TE11
wave packet shown in Figure 2 describes the electron–wave interaction for both compo-
nents of the TE11 wave packet corresponding to the frequencies fL and fH . Within the
approach used in this paper, it is difficult to decompose this efficiency into two components
corresponding to two different frequency components of the wave packet. At the same
time, it is clear from the analysis of Figure 3 that the contribution of the low-frequency
component of the TE11 wave packet to the total efficiency of the electron–wave interaction
is very small. This is explained by the large difference between the group velocity of
the low-frequency component of the TE11 wave packet and the translational velocity of
the particles, so the low-frequency component “runs away” from the electron bunch, not
having time to effectively interact with it.

It should also be mentioned that in our calculations, we use an approximation of
the simplest rectangular distribution of the charge density in the initial electron bunch
(Figure 3). In this case, sharp edges of the bunch initiate the coherent radiation of the
TE11 wave packet at frequencies close to fH at the beginning of the undulator. Evidently,
this effect can be suppressed, for instance, in the case of the Gaussian distribution of the
electron density inside the initial bunch. At the same time, this effect is important only
at the beginning of the motion of the bunch through the undulator. This is due to the
fact that under the influence of the own fields of the bunch (both radiation fields and the
quasi-static Coulomb field, which, in the negative-mass undulator, does not lead to the
repulsion of electrons, but to the compression of the electron bunch), the initial quasi-
uniform distribution of the charge density inside the bunch rapidly evolves during the
movement of the bunch, and it takes on much more complex forms (Figure 3).

Consider the radiation of an electron bunch with the same charge density, but with
twice the length (a total charge of 1 nC, an initial duration of 1 ps). In this case, the
radiation at a high frequency must be preceded by the compression of the electron bunch
(the process of cascade radiation [46]). At the beginning of the interaction (approximately
at a distance corresponding to 5 undulator periods), spontaneous radiation prevails at a
frequency corresponding to group synchronism, and a little energy is spent on the low-
frequency ( f ~ fL) spontaneous radiation of the TE11 wave (compare blue and purple curves
in Figures 4 and 5). As the initial length of the electron bunch is too long for the spontaneous
high-frequency ( f ~ fH) radiation of the TE11 wave packet, at the initial stage of the process
(Nu < 5), a relatively low-power wave pulse is radiated basically due to the effect of edges
of the bunch. However, when the length of the electron bunch becomes sufficiently small
(see the green filling in Figure 5, Nu = 5) due to compression by the fields of radiation and
Coulomb fields, the process of spontaneous high-frequency radiation of the TE11 wave
packet becomes more effective. Because the effective high-frequency spontaneous radiation
of the TE11 wave begins later (as compared to the TE12 wave) and is emitted by a denser
compact bunch, the amplitude of the TE11-wave electric field is quite large, and the emitted
pulse is several-cycles more compact compared to the duration of the pulse emitted in the
group synchronism regime.
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An increase in the length of the electron bunch with a fixed linear charge density
by half (a total charge of 2 nC, an initial duration of 2 ps) leads to the suppression of the
generation of a wave pulse consisting of waves, whose transverse structure corresponds
to the TE11 mode (see Figure 6). In this case, the length of the bunch is approximately
equal to the wavelength corresponding to the group synchronism and almost twice the
length of the high-frequency wave; that is, the radiation of both pulses must be preceded
by a grouping of particles as soon as the length of the electron bunch becomes small
enough for spontaneous emission of the pulse in the group synchronism regime. The
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radiation of the bunch with this phase size does not stabilize but stretches the electron
bunch. Approximately at a distance of 5 undulator periods, the particles are distributed in
such a way that two bunches are formed in points of the “zero” wave phases (Figure 7);
here, the “zero” phase corresponds to the zero change in electron energy in the wave field.
The sizes of these bunches are stabilized due to the Coulomb attraction of particles moving
in the negative-mass undulator. Note that in a traditional “positive-mass undulator”,
where Coulomb fields lead to the repulsion of particles, low-frequency radiation, on the
contrary, leads to an increase in the efficiency of high-frequency radiation due to the effect
of compression of an electron bunch in its own radiation field [41].
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Figure 7. Charge distribution inside the electron bunch at various points of the electron–wave
interaction region Nu = z/λu in the case of the bunch charge of 2 nC and the initial duration of
2 ps. In the case of Nu = 5, the wave field profile is also shown; here, the arrows illustrate the
accelerating–decelerating phases of the wave field and the dots show the “zero” phases of the wave.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the competition between the lowest waveguide mode and a higher
mode, which is in the group synchronism with a bunch, in the process of the spontaneous
emission of these two waves from a short electron bunch is studied. Naturally, the particles’
dynamics affect the radiation process; in particular, the axial self-compression effects (by the
radiated fields and by Coulomb fields inside a bunch) are especially important. It is shown
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that the generation conditions at each of the modes can be changed by varying the phase
size of the electron bunch. At the same time, the competition processes have differences
in the described regimes. Thus, if the length of the bunch is close to the wavelength
according to the group-synchronism frequency, it is possible to provide the lowest mode
suppression. We must note that this effect takes place in the negative-mass regime. In the
normal positive-mass regime, the effect of micro-scale bunching [41] may make significant
changes in the competition process. In particular, the generation at the highest frequency
may predominate even in the cases of the “proper” bunch lengths. Paradoxical as it
may seem, the additional axial stabilization, which must provide compression and as a
consequent better condition for the high-frequency radiation, prevents particles from being
in its decelerating phase.

The importance of these results is related to real problems arising in the process of the
experimental realization of undulator sources of spontaneous coherent emission from short
electron bunches. As it is mentioned above, generation in the group synchronism regime
is attractive both from the point of view of achieving high efficiencies of electron–wave
interaction and high peak powers of the high-frequency wave signal, and from the point
of view of ensuring stability of the axial size of the operating electron bunch. At the same
time, however, providing the group synchronism regime on the lowest waveguide mode
may be difficult, for example, by natural restrictions on the transverse size of the operating
waveguide. In this paper, we demonstrate that at definite conditions, such a regime can be
provided at higher waveguide modes, without the problem of competition with resonances
at lower modes that are far from the group synchronism regime.
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